
The Long Thrust: Lesson and Drills 
The Long Thrust is the historic term for what we now know as the lunge. You can see Capo Ferro’s interpretation of the long 

thrust below. The knee is bent over the front foot, which can only be done safely when the arm, knee, and toe are all in 

alignment. As this particular lunge is in Quarta (fourth), the off-hand is thrown behind.  

 

In this second plate from Capo Ferro he blow is being thrown in Seconda (second). Such attacks are generally accompanied 

with the off-hand protecting the face. 

 

There are many ways to throw the long thrust, but the one we are going to focus on is the incremental lunge. It is described 

in Nicoletto Giganti's 1606 “Scola Overo Teatro...” as 



Now that I have dealt with the guards & counterguards, of measures and times, it is necessary I demonstrate & you 

devote yourself to understanding as I have to bringing the body in throwing a thrust, & to save yourself; since 

wishing to learn this art it is necessary he know how to first bring the body & throw the long thrust, as you are 

shown in this figure: & all that remains in throwing the long thrust, & quickly, strongly & immediately retiring 

rearward outside measure. To throw the long thrust it is necessary to start with a proper & strong pace, more 

short than long for the ability to grow, & in throwing the thrust lengthen the sword arm, bending the knee so much 

as he as is able. The true way of throwing the thrust is, that after being set on guard, it is necessary to stretch the 

arm first & then grow forward with the body in one time, that as the thrust arrives the enemy is not aware; if first 

the body is brought forward the enemy may become aware, & he could defend & wound in one time. In his 

recovery it is first necessary he brings the head, as back to the head the body & foot will follow, bringing the foot 

back first leaves behind the head & the body in great danger. To learn this art well it is necessary to first practice 

throwing this thrust, he who knows this will easily learn the rest, however for the contrary not knowing how to, 

warning Lords and readers, that this method of throwing the thrust repeats many times inside my latter lessons 

the time will come: this I do in order to give better understanding the lessons, that I do not repeat myself. 

Gary Chelak summarizes his translation of this passage into the following: 

Steps (presuming a good counterguard): 

 hand/arm extension 

 loosen the shoulder (continue previous) 

 incline the upper torso (continue previous) 

 begin bending knee / shifting hips/weight forward (continue previous) 

 make small step w/ front foot (continue previous) 

Waypoints: 

 At each step the fencer should be reassessing the situation, asking oneself 'Is this still a good idea?' or 'What's 

changed?'. 

It has helped people not commit their bodies to an action prematurely and to show them multiple decision points 

through a fluid action. It seems to introduce folks to their own biomechanics, showing them they can choose to isolate 

movements instead of 'moving the body to move the hand'. It also seems to help folks be more aware of the actual 

engagement details earlier in the learning process, allowing subsequent complex actions to be introduced with greater 

ease/success. 

Just as important as the long thrust itself is the ability to safely recover from the thrust. Capo Ferro agrees with Giganti on 

this point. 

Having struck your adversary with the extraordinary pace, with the right foot forward, likewise in single sword as 

with sword and dagger or sword and cape, you will retire an ordinary pace, according however to the space that 

you have behind you; because if you have little space, you will carry back only your right leg, following your 

enemy’s sword with your sword; but if you have room, you will retire two ordinary paces, so that finally you will 

carry yourself in guard, and this is the true retiring, although in the schools they practice otherwise. 

  



Basic Drills 
Required Skills: Knowledge of Terza, Seconda and Quarta. 

For the novice fencer the primary concern is learning how to execute the short and long thrust safely. Concentrate on 

learning the measure (distance) and keeping the body properly aligned. The strikes may be made in Seconda, Terza, or 

Quarta. 

Drill 1: Arm 
1. Fencers line up against a fixed target in 3rd.  

2. By extending the arm alone they should be able to reach the target. 

3. Fencers move back a palmo (width of the palm, about 4 inches) and strike the target using only the arm 

4. Continue striking and moving back until the fencer no longer can hit the target. 

 Drill 2: Arm and shoulder 
1. Fencers line up against a fixed target in 3rd.  

2. By extending the arm alone they should be able to reach the target. 

3. Fencers move back a palmo and strike the target using, in any order, the arm and shoulder 

4. Continue striking and moving back until the fencer no longer can hit the target. 

 Drill 3: Arm, shoulder, and waist 
1. Fencers line up against a fixed target in 3rd.  

2. By extending the arm alone they should be able to reach the target. 

3. Fencers move back a palmo and strike the target using, in any order, the arm, shoulder, and waist 

4. Continue striking and moving back until the fencer no longer can hit the target. 

 Drill 4: Arm, shoulder, waist, and step 
1. Fencers line up against a fixed target in 3rd.  

2. By extending the arm alone they should be able to reach the target. 

3. Fencers move back a palmo and strike the target using, in any order, the arm, shoulder, waist, and a step 

4. Continue striking and moving back until the fencer no longer can hit the target. 

Pass Criteria: With each guard and at any range the fencer should be able to safely execute the thrust using only what is 

required. For example, if only the bending of the waist is needed then the fencer should not use a step. 

First Refinement: Recovering 
Required Skills: Ability to safely execute the thrust at all ranges. 

Once the thrust is understood, the recovery from the thrust needs to be added. Repeat the level 1 drills with the following 

steps added. Not that the order the recovery is executed in matters. 

5. Bring the head back first,  

6. Followed by bringing back the body and foot. 

Pass Criteria: Ability to go through all four sequences without forgetting the recovery.  

Second Refinement: Lunging in 2nd and 4th  
Required Skills: Ability to safely execute the thrust and recovery at all ranges.  

In this refinement, thrusts must be conducted in Seconda and Quarta. With Seconda, the off-hand should be advanced to 

protect the face while in Quarta it should be thrown behind. 



Pass Criteria: Ability to safely execute the thrust at all ranges in Seconda and Quarta while correctly using the off-hand and 

safe recovery. 

Third Refinement: Proper ordering of movements 
Required Skills: Ability to safely execute the thrust and recovery at all ranges.  

It is important to be able to abort an attack when the situation changes. In order to facilitate this we now emphasize the 

order in which the actions are performed. That is, the arm is always moved before the shoulder, which in turn precedes the 

bending of the waist and the eventual step. 

Drills: Repeat drills 1 thru 4, focusing on the correct order. 

Pass Criteria: Ability to consistently execute the long thrust in the proper sequence as a single tempo. Pauses between 

phases of the lunge are minimal or non-existent.  

First Option: Off-line Lunges 
Required Skills: Ability to safely thrust in Seconda and Quarta. 

At times it will be necessary to take an off-line step while thrusting.  

Drill: Drill 4 with the addition that if a step is taken that must be diagonal rather that straight ahead.  

Pass Criteria: Ability to easily throw a long thrust in response to the calls “Seconda-Straight”, “Quarta-Straight”, “Quarta-

Left”, and “Seconda-Right”. 

Second Option: Following with a Passing Step 
Required Skills: Ability to safely thrust in Seconda and Quarta. 

If the opponent retreats in face of a lunge, then there will be times where a passing step will allow the blow to land. 

 Drill: Drill 4 with the additional steps below.  

5. Pass the off- foot before the sword-foot 

Pass Criteria: Ability to easily throw a long thrust and then respond to the calls “Recover-back” and “Recover-forward”. 

Second Option Refined 
Required Skills: Ability to safely thrust and recover in Seconda and Quarta. 

If the opponent retreats in face of a lunge, then there will be times where a series of passing steps is needed to land the 

blow. 

 Drill: Drill 4 with the additional steps below.  

5. Pass the off- foot before the sword-foot 

6. Pass the sword-foot back in front of the off-foot. 

7. Repeat for three paces. 

Pass Criteria: Ability to easily throw a long thrust and then respond to the calls “Recover-back” and “Recover-forward”. 

 


